Windowmaker Option
Production Scheduling
Overview
The maintenance and use of a consistent Production Schedule.

Benefits
The Fabricator
▲ Is able to control the production schedule to ensure that resources are well used, but not overloaded
▲ Is able to ensure dates are consistent with:
 The expected receipt of Purchases
 The planned Deliveries
 Has a sound basis for making commitments to
customers

Features
▲ You can plan your production batches weeks or even
months in advance
▲ Windowmaker will propose a default Production Batch
for a Sales Order
▲ You can move the whole Sales Order to another batch
▲ Windowmaker continually checks that the schedule
remains valid
▲ The program can display the slack days available - before and after the date of production
▲ You can generate weekly production loading report for
each bottleneck using integrated Crystal Reports
Note: See also Advanced Production Scheduling option.
▲The user-friendly tabular interface of Production batches facilities:
 Sorting and filtering of records on multiple columns
 Searching and grouping of records
 Selection and deletion of multiple records
 Customisation of columns viz. hiding, showing, resizing
and repositioning
 Customisation of dialog layout e.g., specifying hori
tal/vertical lines and different colours for odd/even

zonrows

 Toolbars and menu facility to invoke facilities
 Short-cut menu to Add, Open, Copy and Delete rec ords

▲ You can move sales order/sales lines from one production batch to the other in a very convenient manner
▲ The program can allow multiple users to simultaneously access the same. This saves time of users who
only want to view a Production Batch that is being modified by another user
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▲ Windowmaker comes with the
advanced feature of Production Rescheduling. Using this
you can:
 Automatically
reschedule
Sales Orders between
two
production dates
 Split a Sales Line into subsales lines
and then schedule each sub-sales line
individually
▲ A log of all the scheduling activities is maintained in the History page of each Sales Order

Related Options
▲ Software: You need Windowmaker Express or higher
▲ Training, Support and Consultancy: Significant
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